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Abstract

In batch and semi-batch reactors, the heat of reaction \( \dot{Q}_R \) is normally estimated using calorimetry. If all temperatures and volumes are measured correctly and the measurements are filtered sensibly, the results are usually very good. For many applications, the overall heat transfer coefficient \( k \) also needs to be known. In heat balance calorimetry \( k \) and \( \dot{Q}_R \) can be calculated simultaneously, if the correct model is used. It is shown that the commonly used model simplifications pose serious problems for large reactors. Subsequently a sensible model extension is discussed. For this extension we propose the application of an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to estimate the heat of reaction (\( \dot{Q}_R \)) and the heat transfer coefficient (\( k \)) simultaneously, as the EKF can handle the model extension well. Our emphasis lies on three important factors.

Firstly and mainly, the jacket of a jacketed reactor is generally modelled as a stirred tank. When looking at real jacketed reactors, the jacket behaves more like a plug-flow reactor. We propose a model extension to overcome this problem. Secondly, the heat transfer coefficient (\( k \)) is for many reactions strongly dependent on the batch time and should therefore also be estimated. With the usual models, errors may result which can be corrected by the model extension. Thirdly, the flow rate through the jacket and the hold-up in the reactor strongly influence the estimation quality. With a lower jacket flow rate estimation quality increases but cooling decreases, a trade-off has to be made. Using an EKF, good estimation quality can still be achieved for high flow rates. However, the trade-off is considered and the tuning is adjusted to the flow rate. An optimal flow rate calculation is suggested. Finally, it will be shown that adding measurements in the jacket rather than in the reactor will improve calorimetric estimation for the proposed model extension.

© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In batch and semi-batch stirred tank reactors, the heat of reaction is normally estimated using calorimetry. Calorimetric measurements offer a cheap and reliable way of identifying the heat of reaction, because the temperatures of the reaction medium and the cooling fluid are usually measured frequently. An extensive overview of the subject of calorimetry can be found in Weber (1974). Furthermore, heat balance calorimetry is used frequently for exothermic reactors and their control (Gugliotta et al., 1995; deBuruaga et al., 1997; Bartanek et al., 1999; Tauer et al., 1999; McKenna et al., 2000; Vicente et al., 2001).

A classical and widely applied method is reaction calorimetry, which employs the energy balances around a process to identify the heat of reaction. For most processes the determination of the heat of reaction is sufficient, but for the safe operation of exothermic reactions, knowledge of the heat transfer coefficient, which governs the rate of energy transferred between reactor and jacket, is also required. Often this value is needed for optimisation or control.
When semi-batch polymerisation processes are considered as an example, strong variation in the overall heat transfer coefficient between reactor and jacket as well as the increase in heat transfer area have to be considered. There are a few approaches to overcome this problem. Schmidt and Reichert (1988) simply estimate the derivatives of the temperatures and use a model to identify $kA$. Oscillation calorimetry can be used on laboratory scale reactors (Tietze et al., 1995, 1996a,b; Carloff et al., 1994; Luca and Scali, 2002). It separates the process dynamics influenced by the change of $kA$ (fast dynamics) from the process dynamics influenced by the reaction rate (slow dynamics) and thus allows for their separate estimation. A more advanced heat balance calorimetric method was used by many authors (Guo et al., 2001; McKenna et al., 1996; Fevotte et al., 1998; McKenna et al., 2000; Othman et al., 2002; Krämer et al., 2003a,b), who use nonlinear observers to estimate $\dot{Q}_R$ and $kA$ successfully. Santos et al. (2001), BenAmor et al. (2002) as well as Freire et al. (2004) use a so called “cascaded” observer to estimate both parameters. In this approach only an energy balance for the reactor and dummy derivatives for the heat of reaction and the heat transfer coefficient are used. Santos et al. (2001) state that this system of differential equations is unobservable from the reactor temperature measurement and therefore the authors have to assume that neither the heat of reaction nor the heat transfer coefficient vary quickly in the process to allow the cascaded observer to function at all. On the one hand, this assumption does not change the observability condition. On the other hand, it has to be noted that the stated system of differential equations used in Santos et al. (2001), BenAmor et al. (2002) and Freire et al. (2004) is globally observable as can be shown by a nonlinear analysis of the system. If the second derivative of the reactor temperature was used by the observer, both parameters could be observed in theory. Santos et al. (2001), BenAmor et al. (2002) and Freire et al. (2004) propose a different strategy to overcome this problem: They use a “cascaded” observer, which assumes one parameter (e.g., the heat of reaction) to be constant at one sampling point to estimate the other parameter (e.g., the heat transfer coefficient) and vice versa for the following sampling point. From a theoretic point of view in none of the mentioned papers the observability or the stability of the cascaded approach is investigated. Nonetheless, for the stated examples, they estimate both $k$ and $\dot{Q}_R$ well.

The advantage of this approach is, of course, similar to oscillation calorimetry, i.e., no jacket balance is required. If a jacket balance is used, the jacket is assumed to behave like a CSTR.

In this paper, we use the proposed approach by Krämer et al. (2003b) to employ an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Jazwinski, 1970; Gelb, 1974) to estimate the heat of reaction and the heat transfer coefficient. The basis of the analysis is formed by the classic equations of heat balance calorimetry, where a dynamic jacket heat balance is a requirement. In contrast to the cascaded observer we propose a simultaneous strategy to estimate the unknown parameters. This way, the global observability can be utilised and the local stability of the EKF is ensured. The EKF is known to give good and robust estimates and can be easily extended by the proposed model extension. However, it has to be noted that the proposed approach can be realised also with any other nonlinear state observers (e.g., Nonlinear Luenberger Observer, High Gain Observer, Nonlinear reduced observer).

As the EKF and calorimetry themselves are well known, the aims of this paper do not lie in explaining these concepts. We concentrate on the following points instead:

1. The jacket of a jacketed reactor is generally modelled as a stirred tank. When looking at pilot or industrial scale jacketed reactors, the jacket behaves more like a plug-flow reactor. Does this pose a problem and how is it overcome?

   As we focus on the problem of different jacket geometries and dynamics, other effects such as nonideal mixing in the reactor and additional equipment (e.g. condenser) are not considered.

2. The heat transfer coefficient ($k$) depends for many reactions strongly on the batch time. Can it be estimated well for different jacket geometries?

3. The flow rate through the jacket and the hold-up in the reactor strongly influence the eigenvalues of the linearised system matrices. Does this pose a problem for the EKF and how can we deal with it?

The main focus of this paper is point 1, the extension of the typically employed heat balance model to a model, in which non-ideal coolant flow regimes in the jacket are considered.

Point 3 is also very important. Maximum cooling depends on the jacket flow rate, as long as the heat transfer coefficient is high. If isothermal conditions are required in the reactor, a controller has to be used for the reactor temperature, the performance of which requires a large flow rate, as it uses the jacket inlet temperature as the manipulated variable.

As we will show, the estimation, but also the plant model mismatch depends on the flow rate, which has to be low for good estimation quality, and trade-offs have to be made. The aims of this work are threefold:

Firstly, we will describe the typical heat balance model used around a stirred tank reactor, which considers the jacket behaving like a continuously stirred tank reactor (from now on: CSTR). This implies that there is no spatial distribution of temperature within the jacket. We will then extend this model by modelling the jacket as a plug flow reactor (from now on: PFR), which implies that there is a spatial temperature variation within the jacket from the inlet to the outlet. We consider this the realistic case for industrial scale reactors, as jackets of large reactors often have flow channels (as shown in Fig. 1 on p. 35 in the magnified section) or are realised as welded on half pipes.

Secondly, a state estimator is set up to estimate the heat of reaction and the heat transfer parameters. The state
estimator will use a model assuming the jacket is a CSTR, whereas simulation will assume a PFR jacket. By looking at the linearisation and the estimation quality, important observations concerning the tuning will be reported. Additionally, the authors are unaware of any formal check of the observability conditions for a calorimetric estimator in the open literature. Therefore, global observability conditions will be checked.

Thirdly, the EKF model will be extended by the model for plug flow conditions in the jacket in order to improve the estimation quality resulting from plant model mismatch. The improved estimation will be shown in simulation studies.

Finally, considerations and calculations will be presented considering how the estimation quality can be further improved, both by adding additional temperature measurements, by sensor placement and by calculating an optimal flow rate.

2. Models

Consider a typical stirred tank reactor as shown in Fig. 1 on p. 35, symbols are explained in the list of symbols.

In all cases the reactor is assumed to be perfectly mixed and is therefore modelled as a CSTR. Differences in modelling occur for the jacket part. Firstly, the jacket is assumed to be perfectly mixed and is also balanced as a CSTR. Secondly, the jacket is not assumed to be perfectly mixed. Some general assumptions are made:

- It is assumed that the jacket is completely filled,
- the fluid is incompressible,
- the reactor is a cylinder, and
- to model a semi-batch reactor, the outflows of the reactor are simply set to zero.

2.1. The jacket behaviour is modelled as a CSTR

The mass and energy balances for a CSTR are set up as follows:

Vessel: \[ A_R \frac{d h_R}{d t} = \dot{V}_{R,in} - \dot{V}_{R,out} \]

\[ \frac{d(C_R T_R)}{d t} = \dot{Q}_{R,in} - \dot{Q}_{R,out} + \dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,loss} - \dot{Q}_J = \rho_{in} c_{p,in} \dot{V}_{R,in} T_{R,in} - \rho_{R} c_{p,R} \dot{V}_{R,out} T_R + \dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,loss} - k A (T_R - T_J). \]

(2)

Jacket

\[ \frac{d T_J}{d t} = \frac{1}{m_{J} c_p} (\dot{Q}_{in} - \dot{Q}_{out} + \dot{Q}_J + \dot{Q}_{J,loss}) \]

\[ = \frac{1}{m_{J} c_p} (\dot{m}_{J} c_{p,J} (T_{J,in} - T_J) + k A (T_R - T_J) - \dot{Q}_{J,loss}). \]

(3)

with: \[ A = A_B + \pi d_R h_R \]

\[ = \frac{\pi}{4} d_R^2 + \pi d_R h_R. \]

(4)

The term \( C_R \) describes the absolute heat capacity of the reactor, its contents and inserts and has to be identified for each system separately. If the densities and heat capacities can be considered the same, the balances can be significantly simplified.

2.2. The jacket behaviour is modelled as a PFR

The problem is modelled by assuming that the jacket behaves like a PFR. If the reactor is not completely filled, no heat is exchanged between reactor and jacket in the upper part of the vessel, as the heat transfer from the gaseous phase to the jacket is negligible compared to the heat transfer from the liquid phase to the jacket. Therefore, this upper part is modelled separately just considering the convective term, which means it is simply a time delay (modelling this time delay is important for good estimation). Balancing a finite volume of the PFR yields the following equations (development details are given in the Appendix):

Vessel

\[ \frac{d(C_R T_R)}{d t} = \dot{Q}_{R,in} - \dot{Q}_{R,out} + \dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,loss} - \dot{Q}_J = \rho_{in} c_{p,in} \dot{V}_{R,in} T_{R,in} - \rho_{R} c_{p,R} \dot{V}_{R,out} T_R + \dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,loss} - k A (T_R - T_J). \]

(5)

Lower jacket

\[ \frac{\partial T_{J,L}}{\partial t} = - v \frac{\partial T_{J,L}}{\partial z} + \frac{k}{b \rho_j c_{p,J}} (T_R - T_{J,L}) - \dot{Q}_{J,loss(z)} \]

\[ = \frac{b \rho_j c_{p,J}}{k}. \]

(6)
Upper jacket:
\[
\frac{\partial T_{J,U}}{\partial t} = -v \frac{\partial T_{J,U}}{\partial z} - \frac{q_{J,loss}(z)}{\beta \rho_f c_{p,J}},
\]  
(7)

Jacket loss:
\[
\dot{Q}_{J,loss} = \int_0^{L_{max}} q_{J,loss}(z) dz.
\]

The length of the upper part of the jacket is given by \(L_{max} - L\), whereas \(L\) corresponds to the length of the lower part and \(L_{max}\) is the total length of the jacket.

\[
L = \frac{A}{h},
\]
(8)

\[
L_{max} = \frac{A_{max}}{h}.
\]
(9)

If this system is to be simulated, the manipulated variables for the jacket (\(T_{J,in}\)) as well as the heat flow are needed. For the lower part of the jacket, the manipulated variable is the boundary condition for Eq. (6) and \(\dot{Q}_J\) is found by integrating the heat transfer of every balanced volume element \(dz\) up to length \(L\).

Boundary:
\[
T_{J,L}(0,t) = T_{J,in}(t),
\]
(10)

Heat flow:
\[
\dot{Q}_J = \int_0^L kh(T_R - T_{J,L}(z)) dz.
\]
(11)

The upper part of the jacket is also modelled as a PFR. The boundary condition for Eq. (7) is given by:

Boundary:
\[
T_{J,U}(L,t) = T_{J,U}(0,t).
\]
(12)

As back mixing in the jacket can be neglected in most cases, Eqs. (6) and (7) describe the ‘true’ behavior of the jacket especially if the cooling device is realised as a half pipe welded to the wall of the reactor.

2.3. Estimation model

Generally, models where the jacket is assumed to be perfectly mixed, i.e., behave like a CSTR, are used for calorimetry. If calorimetry is performed by a state estimator, the estimated heat of reaction \(\dot{Q}_R\) and heat transfer coefficient \(k\) have to be treated as parameters. The model has to be separated into an observed and unobserved submodel. The unobserved submodel consists of the differential equation for the liquid level in the tank, which is only simulated (or measured). If the liquid level is simulated or measured, it can be considered an input to the state estimator model. For an EKF, sampled measurement systems are considered. The heat capacity \((C_R)\) is then only changed by the volume increase, not by the reactor content composition. An average \(c_{p,R}\) and \(\rho_R\) are calculated and considered constant for one time step. If the sampling time is chosen accordingly such that the composition in the tank will not change as rapidly as the temperatures, this is a plausible assumption. Eq. (2) can then be simplified using Eq. (1) and

\[
C_R = m_{SC_{p,S}} + A_B h_R \rho_R c_{p,R}
\]
(13)
to yield

\[
\frac{dT_R}{dr} = \frac{\dot{V}_{R,in}}{V_R} - \frac{m_{SC_{p,S}} + A_B h_R \rho_R c_{p,R}}{V_R \rho_R c_{p,R}} (\dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,loss})
\]
(14)

\[
- \frac{kA}{V_R \rho_R c_{p,R}} (T_R - T_J).
\]

For the sake of clarity, we have assumed that \(m_{SC_{p,S}}\) (heat capacity of the reactor wall and possible inserts) is negligible and \(\rho_R c_{p,R} = \rho_{in} c_{p,in}\), an assumption which generally should not be made in practice. If the heat capacities of the different components in the reactor and the feed are very different, this simplification cannot be made.

The above stated simplifications yield the model

\[
\frac{dT_R}{dr} = \frac{\dot{V}_{R,in}}{V_R} (T_{R,in} - T_R) + \frac{\dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,loss}}{V_R \rho_R c_{p,R}}
\]
(15)

and the unaltered Eqs. (3) and (4) for the jacket and heat transfer area.

The aim of calorimetry is to find \(\dot{Q}_R\). However, \(k\) is generally also unknown. Therefore, \(k\) is also observed. The model used in the observer is therefore extended by the following two equations, which allow for the estimation of \(\dot{Q}_R\) and \(k\), which are considered parameters in the estimation problem.

\[
\frac{d\dot{Q}_R}{dt} = 0,
\]
(16)

\[
\frac{dk}{dr} = 0.
\]
(17)

All models have been extended by a geometry factor to allow for scale-up, \(f_G = 1\) means a 10 l-reactor is used. The model including \(f_G\) can be found in Appendix B.

2.4. Model analysis

2.4.1. Observability

The first step in the observer design is to check the observability of the considered dynamic system. A system is said to be observable if an initial state \(x(t=0) = x_0 \in X_0\) can be determined by the knowledge of the inputs \(u(t)\) and the measurements \(y(t)\) in the interval \(0 < t < t_1\). This means that the complete state vector (here: \(x = (T_R, T_J, \dot{Q}_R, k)\)) could be re-constructed at a time \(t\) using the historic and current measurement \(y(t) = (T_R, T_J)\) and the model by re-constructing first \(x_0\) and then simulating up to time \(t\). In practice, these steps are inherent in the recursive structure of state estimators. For nonlinear dynamic systems, conditions to check this property can be found in Walcott et al. (1987) or Birk (1992).
For the above model (15)–(17) as well as (3) and (4), the global observability can be checked (A is replaced by \( r^2 R \)). Using the method presented by e.g., Birk (1992), a nonlinear observability map can be identified:

\[
y_1 = T_R, \quad (18)
\]

\[
y_2 = T_J, \quad (19)
\]

\[
\dot{y}_1 = \frac{V_{R,in}}{V_R} (T_{R,in} - T_R) + \frac{\dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,\text{loss}}}{V_R \rho_R c_p, R} - \frac{k(\pi r^2 + 2 VR)}{r VR \rho_R c_p, R} (T_R - T_J), \quad (20)
\]

\[
\dot{y}_2 = \frac{\dot{m}}{m} (T_{J,in} - T_J) + \frac{k(\pi r^3 + 2 VR)}{r R m c_p} (T_R - T_J) - \frac{\dot{Q}_{J,\text{loss}}}{m c_p} (21)
\]

This leads to an equation system with six unknowns \((T_R, T, \dot{Q}_R, \dot{Q}_{R,\text{loss}}, \dot{Q}_{J,\text{loss}}, k)\) and four equations. Assuming \( y \) and all its derivatives w.r.t. time are available from measurements an equation system results which is solvable for the desired values \( \dot{Q}_R \) and \( k \) to yield:

\[
k = \frac{\dot{m} c_p \dot{y}_2 - \dot{m} c_p (T_{J,in} - y_2) + \dot{Q}_{J,\text{loss}}}{\frac{\pi r^2 + 2 VR}{r VR} (y_1 - y_2)}, \quad (22)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,\text{loss}} = \frac{V_R \rho_R c_p, R}{r VR \rho_R c_p, R} \left( \dot{y}_1 + \frac{k(\pi r^3 + 2 VR)}{r R m c_p} (T_R - T_J) \right) \times \left( y_1 - y_2 = \frac{V_{R,in}}{V_R} (T_{R,in} - y_1) \right), \quad (23)
\]

This means that only the sum of all the different heat generation terms can be estimated. This estimation is independent of the estimation of \( k \). The loss terms can be identified during a period where no reaction takes place (for example while heating the tank) and then used as a bias term. For the estimation of \( \dot{Q}_R \), the distinction between the different origins of the heat loss is irrelevant. For a more advanced technique to determine the heat losses, the interested reader is referred to Othman et al. (2002).

The situation is different for the estimation of \( k \). Here, a heat loss from the tank has no influence, whereas a heat loss from the jacket influences its estimation. In order to receive good results, the considered tank has to be known well, a situation which might pose problems in practice. If one of the loss terms is negligible, the other can be estimated during a period with no heat of reaction and used as a bias or input term. If the terms both have a similar value which is not negligible, good estimation quality cannot be guaranteed. However, when the method is applied to a real reactor, these flaws can be identified before the method is applied. For an industrial jacketed tank, heat loss from the tank can probably be neglected or modelled if heat is lost through the lid or by evaporation. Then only \( \dot{Q}_{J,\text{loss}} \) is estimated before the reaction starts. A well insulated jacketed tank probably has generally negligible heat loss.

We therefore develop our method with this problem in mind but using the simplification \( \dot{Q}_{J,\text{loss}} = 0 \) and \( \dot{Q}_{R,\text{loss}} = 0 \) without loss of generality for the proposed estimator and jacket model extension, as these terms are linear bias terms, which can be added after the estimation if required.

A further matter, which is of practical importance but does not affect the theoretical results, is the situation in small scale reactors. For very high flow rates in the jacket, the measurements of the jacket inlet and the jacket outlet stream appear identical, as their difference is beyond the measurement resolution. This does not change the global observability map and the observability of the system theoretically. From a practical view point, however, observation will not work at high flow rates due to measurement limitations, i.e., too large a system noise. Then, \( k \) cannot be estimated in practice.

The inverse observability map describes the solution an observer is converging to. Incidentally, the results of the global observability map are also the equations used in standard heat balance calorimetry. \( \dot{Q}_R - \dot{Q}_{R,\text{loss}} - \dot{Q}_{J,\text{loss}} \) is observable by itself, even for \( T_R = T_J; (T_R - T_J) \) should be eliminated by inserting \( k \) into Eq. (23). Therefore, for perfect signals, an observer would not be necessary if the inverse observability map can be identified, as the correct solution can always be inferred. However, even if this is the case, the definition space here has one exception \((T_R = T_J)\). These equations are therefore not useful to estimate \( k \) if situations arise where \( T_R \approx T_J \). An observer cannot estimate \( k \) in that region, either, but its smoothing and simulation capabilities avoid a division by zero.
2.4.2. Eigenvalues of the linearised system

An EKF uses a linearised system for the estimation. It is therefore interesting for the tuning of the filter to consider the change in the eigenvalues of the linearised system with design parameters. The design parameters considered here are the jacket flow rate \( \dot{m}_J \) and the geometry factor \( f_G \).

Of these two factors, \( f_G \) is a design factor decided when building the plant. \( \dot{m}_J \) is normally constant for jacketed reactors and \( T_{J,\text{in}} \) is regulated. However, \( \dot{m}_J \) is easily changed in an existing plant. Its possible change needs to be considered.

The eigenvalues of the linearised system provide information about the system’s dynamic behaviour in close proximity of a considered state and dependent on the system’s parameters, design parameters and states. If they change strongly, it may be necessary to adjust the weighting matrices (covariance matrices) of the EKF. For simplicity, the following analysis is performed for model (15) and the jacket balance (3).

If the eigenvalues of the linearisation matrix are checked, it becomes obvious that the design variable \( \dot{m}_J \) has a large influence on the dynamics of the system. As it can be manipulated over a large range, this influence has to be considered. It should be noted that changes in \( \dot{m}_J \) do not influence the global observability of the system but may influence estimation quality.

In the system described, 2 eigenvalues are below zero and two eigenvalues are zero. When talking about an increase in eigenvalues, it means that the eigenvalue in question moves closer towards zero, i.e., its absolute value decreases, the time constants of the system increase and it becomes slower!

As can be seen in Fig. 2, eigenvalue 1 decreases considerably with an increase of \( \dot{m}_J \). This effect is not changed by a large geometry as can be seen in Fig. 3. This behaviour is expected as a small \( \dot{m}_J \) increases the residence time of the jacket fluid. The reactor dynamics are only influenced by the jacket flow rate for small geometries due to the volume to area ratio. It can be deduced that the observer gain needs to be adjusted to the jacket flow rate. With this eigenvalue so close to zero it governs the system dynamics, i.e., the flow rate defines the slow and therefore governing dynamics of the system.

A similar effect can be seen when looking at the geometry factor. Its increase decreases eigenvalue 2. As the absolute value is significantly larger than eigenvalue 1, it does not govern the dynamics. The mass flow rate in the jacket has virtually no influence on this eigenvalue whereas the geometry increases the second time constant.

3. Simulation study I

3.1. Simulation

An EKF is used here to estimate the process parameters \( \dot{Q}_R \) and \( k \). \( \dot{Q}_R \) and \( k \) are set as would be expected in a typical semi-batch polymerisation process. In such a process
the heat transfer coefficient depends on the viscosity and therefore on the conversion of the monomers. To show a more realistic estimation problem, the temperature in the reactor is subject to a cascade controller within a heating and cooling apparatus. To model this behaviour, the real $T_{in}$ follows its set point like a first order transfer function (PT1-behaviour) with a time constant of 690 s. While the different mass flow rates were scaled for larger reactors, these values were kept the same. The model with the PFR jacket has been used for simulation.

3.2. Extended Kalman Filter equations

Mathematical modelling of dynamic systems often yields nonlinear differential equations off the form:

$$\dot{x} = f(x, u) + \xi(t),$$
$$x(0) = x_0 + \xi_0,$$  
$$y(t) = h(x) + \phi(t),$$

where $x, u, y, \xi$ and $\phi$ are the $n$-dimensional state vector, the $r$-dimensional vector of control variables, the $m$-dimensional measurement vector and $n$-dimensional vectors of the model and measurement errors, respectively. The EKF is one of the most frequently applied state estimation techniques in chemical engineering. In this approach $\xi$ and $\phi$ are assumed to be zero mean random processes.

In our work we consider sampled systems. Hence the ordinary differential equations have to be transformed to difference equations by integration over one sampling interval:

$$x_{k+1} = x_k + \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+1}} (f(x, u) + \xi) \, dt,$$
$$= F(x_k, u_k) + \xi_k,$$  
$$y_k = h(x_k) + \phi_k.$$  

The discrete linear Kalman Filter is based on the solution of the minimization of the expected values of the estimation error and as such is optimal for the provided covariance matrices. As the Kalman Filter can also be formulated as an optimal state regulator problem, the covariance matrices $Q$ and $R$ can be generally considered as weighting matrices of the estimation errors. The solution to this optimization problem can be found in the Matrix–Riccati-equation.

The EKF is similarly found. The linear model equations in the prediction are replaced by the nonlinear process model, the prediction of the weighting matrix $P_{k+1|k}$ is performed by Taylor-linearizing the process model. Its equations are written as:

Correction terms:

$$K_k = P_{k|k-1} H_k^T (H_k P_{k|k-1} H_k^T + R)^{-1},$$
$$\hat{x}_{k|k} = \hat{x}_{k|k-1} + K_k(y_k - h(\hat{x}_{k|k-1})),$$
$$P_{k|k} = (I - K_k H_{k|k-1}) P_{k|k-1}.$$  

Prediction terms:

$$\hat{x}_{k+1|k} = F(\hat{x}_{k|k}, u_k),$$
$$P_{k+1|k} = A_k P_{k|k} A_k^T + Q.$$  

with:

$$A_k = \left. \frac{\partial F}{\partial x} \right|_{x_{k|k}},$$
$$H_{k|k-1} = \left. \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \right|_{x_{k|k-1}}.$$  

Here, the model equations are (15)–(17) as well as (3) and (4) with $Q_{J, loss} = 0$ and $Q_{R, loss} = 0.$

3.3. Tuning of the EKF

Figs. 4 and 5 present results of the estimation. Only the estimated of the unmeasured parameters $Q_R$ and $k$ are shown,
as the temperatures are measured. Measured data are \( T_R \) and \( T_J \) which are disturbed by random measurement noise of \( \pm 0.1 \) K. Initial conditions were offset by 100 W. The needed quantities \( V_R \) and \( h_R \) are considered measured.

The filter was tuned using the covariance of the measurement error for matrix \( R \) and adjusting matrix \( Q \) by hand, until good agreement between estimation and simulation was reached.

It can be clearly seen in Fig. 4 that the changing jacket flow rate results in a change in estimation quality if the elements of \( Q \) are fixed.

The observer dynamics should always be faster than the system dynamics as an asymptotic behaviour towards the real values is not possible otherwise. As the jacket flow rate decreases the governing time constant of the system, the weighting matrix \( Q \) for the EKF has to be adjusted accordingly.

\( q_{33} \) and \( q_{44} \) in this example show a direct influence on the two estimated parameters. As the estimation of \( Q_R \) is the more important parameter, emphasis was placed on \( q_{33} \). The lines in Fig. 4 identify the problem of the estimator when flow rates are high. The estimation results for \( Q_R \) deviate too far from the real data and would pose problems if these \( Q_R \) data were used for estimating concentrations with an additional open loop model.

The estimation of \( Q_R \) is strongly influenced by the jacket flow rate. We have therefore adapted the element \( q_{33} \) of the tuning matrix \( Q \) of the EKF by a factor \( \dot{m}_J/\dot{m}_{min} \) which compensates the eigenvalue change by increasing the amplification. This way, \( Q_R \) is corrected more strongly. This adjustment also improved the estimation quality of \( k \). This also leads to a larger or smaller amplification of measurement noise and may pose a problem with very large flow rates and a small \( \Delta T_J = T_{J,\text{in}} - T_{J,\text{out}} \).

The physical interpretation of this change can be given as follows: An increase in jacket mass flow rate reduces the resulting \( \Delta T_s \)'s which is directly used in the state estimation scheme and directly reflects \( Q_R \). It can be clearly seen that this adaptation improves the estimation result. The EKF is now capable to produce good estimation results for different flow rates.

The analysis of the adjustment of \( Q \) have all been performed for a geometry factor of \( f_G = 1 \). As \( \dot{m}_J \) is adjusted to the size scaling and only the equivalents to \( \dot{m}_J = 0.05 \) kg/s and \( \dot{m}_J = 0.2 \) kg/s are used, \( \dot{m}_J \) is from now on labelled high and low.

### 3.4. Estimation quality for plant model mismatch

The simulations shown in this section are based on a jacket, which behaves like a PFR, the EKF, however, uses the much simpler model, in which the jacket behaves like a CSTR. The covariance matrix \( Q \) has been adjusted as described above.

For further analysis, simulation studies with different geometries as well as different jacket flow rates where conducted. Temperatures were simulated and random noise was added (\( \pm 0.1 \) K). Fig. 6 shows that a correct estimation of \( k \) depends strongly on the jacket flow rate. The estimation improves with higher flow rate as the plant model mismatch is decreased while the adjusted EKF copes with the problem of a higher flow rate.

It is now important to consider how the reactor size influences the estimation quality. The considered 101 reactor was therefore scaled by the geometry factor \( f_G \) to volumes of \( 2 \) and \( 20 \) m\(^3\). Fig. 7 shows the results for these cases and clearly demonstrates that a change in reactor size leads to an increasingly inaccurate estimation of the heat transfer coefficient \( k \) and the heat of reaction \( \dot{Q}_R \).

### 3.5. Intermediate conclusions

Heat balance calorimetry is a means to estimate the heat of reaction and the heat transfer coefficient. Alternatively, the model can be used in a state estimation scheme to
Fig. 6. Estimation using a 10 l reactor with low (top line) and high (bottom line) mass flow rates. Please note that $m_J$ in the figure is indeed $\dot{m}_J$ in kg/s.

Fig. 7. Simulation and estimation of a 2 m$^3$ (top line) 20 m$^3$ (bottom line) reactor with high jacket mass flow rates.
estimate $k$ and $\dot{Q}_R$ as parameters. The model used is globally observable if $T_R \neq T_J$. However, for large reactors the jacket of a jacketed reactor does not behave like a CSTR. If this model mismatch is not considered in the estimation and the reactor size is increased, the estimation quality is dramatically decreased. It is therefore necessary to develop a model which can be used in the EKF and takes the PFR behaviour of the jacket into account.

4. Model and estimation extension

The PFR behaviour in the jacket can be approximated well by discretisation using orthogonal collocation (Villadsen and Michelsen, 1978; Krämer et al., 2003a). In order to yield a simple and not too large model it is sufficient to use four internal collocation points resulting in five differential equations for the lower part of the jacket instead of one. Such a discretised model shows good accuracy (Georgakis et al., 1977). It has also been shown that orthogonal collocation preserves observability (Gesthuisen and Engell, 2000). Therefore, this method is a suitable approach for the problem at hand. The application of the orthogonal collocation yields:

$$\frac{d}{dt} X(t) = - \frac{m}{bhLp} B X(t) - \frac{m}{bhLp} B z = 0 x(t, z = 0)$$

$$+ \frac{k}{\rho c_p b} F(X(t)).$$

(35)

with

$$X(t) = \begin{pmatrix} T_J(z = z_1) \\ T_J(z = z_2) \\ \vdots \\ T_J(z = z_{p+1}) \end{pmatrix}$$

(36)

and

$$F(X(t)) = \begin{pmatrix} (T_R - T_J(z = z_1)) \\ (T_R - T_J(z = z_2)) \\ \vdots \\ (T_R - T_J(z = z_{p+1})) \end{pmatrix}.$$ 

(37)

This model is subsequently used in the EKF.

5. Simulation study II

Using model (5)–(12) for simulation with the jacket equation discretisation shown in Eqs. (35)–(37) in the EKF, the estimation for the $2 \text{ m}^3$ reactor is repeated for two different jacket flow rates. Note the improvement over the results in Fig. 7.

As Fig. 8 clearly shows, the estimation of $k$ and $\dot{Q}_R$ is dramatically improved. It should be noted that the simulation was also performed using orthogonal collocation, however, the EKF model uses fewer collocation points and these points do not coincide, which corresponds to a certain plant model mismatch.

6. Additional considerations

It has been shown above that the simultaneous estimation of the heat transfer coefficient and the heat of reaction depends on the reactor geometry and the jacket flow rate. These considerations lead to the question if an optimal flow rate calculation might be necessary. Furthermore, additional sensor placement might be considered to improve the estimation quality. If additional sensors are used, this furthermore leads to the question where they should be placed. And finally, the considerations so far have been concerned with near ideal jacket configurations, either a CSTR behaviour (bath) or a PFR behaviour (welded half pipes). How can other geometries be accounted for?

6.1. Optimal flow rate calculation

We address the practical problem of the decreasing estimation quality with high jacket flow rates by calculating an “optimal” $\dot{m}_J$, which is highly relevant, as it poses a limit beyond which observation becomes practically impossible. Thus, if $\dot{m}_J$ is regulated, the optimal value provides an upper limit, beyond which observation is not possible in practice and beyond which increasing the flow rate has virtually no influence. It remains to be noted that regulating $\dot{m}_J$ is not the preferred choice for exothermic reactions in jacketed tanks, as heating and cooling has to be provided. The manipulated variable of choice is thus the inlet temperature at an optimal flow rate of coolant.

It would appear to be the case that an optimal flow rate in the jacket exists above which its increase only results in an infinitesimally small increase in heat removed. Assuming a tank is cooled and $T_R$ is constant (i.e., in infinitely large
an analytical solution can be found for both jacket descriptions. For the CSTR-jacket the solution becomes:

\[
T = \frac{\dot{m}_j c_p T_{J,\text{in}} + k A T_R}{\dot{m}_j c_p + k A} + \frac{\dot{m}_j c_p (T_0 - T_{J,\text{in}}) + k A (T_{J,0} - T_R)}{\dot{m}_j c_p + k A} \\
\times \exp\left(-\frac{1}{\dot{m}_j c_p} (\dot{m}_j c_p + k A) t\right)
\]

for the initial condition

\[
T_J(t = 0) = T_{J,0}.
\]

The solution for the PFR-jacket can be written as

\[
T(x) = \begin{cases} 
T_R - (T_R - T_{J,x_0}) \exp\left(-\frac{k}{b \rho c_p} t\right) & t < \frac{x}{v}, \\
T_R - (T_R - T_{J,\text{in}}) \exp\left(-\frac{k}{b \rho c_p v} x\right) & t \leq \frac{x}{v}.
\end{cases}
\]

For simplicity and for the sake of the argument, the steady state case for the CSTR-jacket is considered. The aim is to achieve maximum heat removal through the jacket. The equation for the heat removal can be written as

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{out}} = \dot{m}_j c_p (T_{J,\text{out}} - T_{J,\text{in}})
\]

with

\[
T_{J,\text{out}} = \frac{\dot{m}_j c_p T_{J,\text{in}} + k A T_R}{\dot{m}_j c_p + k A}.
\]

It can be shown easily that the function is monotonously increasing for all \(\dot{m}_j > 0\). This means that maximum heat removal rate will be at \(\dot{m}_j \to \infty\). As

\[
\lim_{\dot{m}_j \to \infty} \dot{Q}_{\text{out}} = k A (T_R - T_{J,\text{in}})
\]

this maximum exists and fractions thereof exist as well.

It would now be possible to include the estimation quality and the heat removal into one objective function and solve an optimization problem. However, it is still up to the user to define the importance of the estimation over the heat removal rate. It seems therefore more appropriate to define some guidelines on how to set \(\dot{m}_j\).

There will be a maximum \(\dot{m}_j\) defined by the plant itself. This can be used to calculate the fraction of the maximum that can actually be achieved. Furthermore, it should be considered that from

\[
\dot{m}_j \to \infty \Rightarrow T_{J,\text{in}} = T_{J,\text{out}},
\]

this maximum exists and fractions thereof exist as well.
which means any heat balance calorimetry is impossible as 
$T_{J,\text{out}}$ only depends on the changes of $T_{J,\text{in}}$ and thus the 
jacket balance equation ceases to exist. Then, $k$ needs to be 
known to estimate $Q_R$ correctly but cannot be estimated. 
   
   It thus seems sensible to consider the following:

- A certain fraction of the maximum heat removal has to be 
maintained, as it governs the batch time, we suggest 0.9.
- This fraction should allow for a reasonable temperature 
difference between $T_{J,\text{in}}$ and $T_{J,\text{out}}$. 
- In order to calculate this fraction, a good estimation of $k$ 
is needed, which should be calculated at the beginning of 
the reaction using a low mass flow rate. To avoid a sudden 
change in $k$, $m_J$ should guarantee a turbulent regime in 
the jacket.

If the fraction considered is called $\varphi$ the jacket flow rate can 
be calculated in steady state as follows:

$$m_j = \frac{\varphi}{1 - \varphi} \frac{k A}{c_p, T_{\text{in}}}$$  \hfill (47)

For the case of the PFR-jacket the behaviour is analysed 
differently. The steps are the same as above therefore the 
explanations are omitted.

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{out}} = m_j c_p (T_{J,\text{out}} - T_{J,\text{in}})$$  \hfill (48)

with $T_{J,\text{out}} = T_R - (T_R - T_{\text{in}}) \exp \left( -\frac{k}{b \rho c_p, v L} \right)$  \hfill (49)

and $v = \frac{\dot{m}_j}{bh \rho}$  \hfill (50)

$$\lim_{\dot{m} \to \infty} \dot{Q}_{\text{out}} = k h L (T_R - T_{J,\text{in}}).$$  \hfill (51)

$$\Rightarrow \quad 0 = \dot{m}_j c_p, v (T_R - (T_R - T_{J,\text{in}}) \exp \left( -\frac{k h L}{c_p, \dot{m}_j} \right)$$

$$\times - T_{J,\text{in}}) - \varphi k h L (T_R - T_{J,\text{in}}).$$  \hfill (52)

For this case $\dot{m}_j$ has to be found numerically from Eq. (52).

The two results yield different values for $m_j$ whereby the 
PFR case requires a lower $\dot{m}_j$ for the same fraction of the 
maximum cooling capacity.

6.2. Additional sensor placement

If additional temperature sensors are placed on a process, 
they are normally placed inside the reactor to identify possible 
hot spots resulting from poor mixing. While this is 
a valid consideration, we think for calorimetric estimation, 
additional sensors could also be placed inside the jacket. 
These sensors can help with two important points when using calorimetry:

1. They can be used to determine the jacket behaviour, 
estimate the jacket geometry and improve model fitting.

2. When the model is successfully fitted, it will improve the 
estimation quality.

The additional jacket sensors will improve estimation quality 
for both cases, for the case the jacket behave like a CSTR 
as well as for the case the jacket behaves like a PFR. In the 
first case, it can be treated as a second measurement of the 
same value $T_{J,\text{out}}$, with which the standard deviation of the 
random measurement error is reduced. For the second case, 
the measurement provides additional information about the 
jacket behaviour.

When the placement of only one additional jacket sensor 
is considered, the ever changing volume in the tank for the 
Case of a semi-batch reactor has to be taken into account. The 
most sensible would be to place the sensor in the first half of 
the considered jacket channel. If the semi-batch reactor is, 
for example, half full to start with, a sensor placed on half 
the channel length of the considered channel at that point of 
operation will move to a quarter the length when the reactor 
is completely filled.

When collocation is used, calculation is easier, if the sen-
sors are placed on the collocation points. As the liquid level 
in the tank increases, the collocation points shift, whereas 
the sensor cannot. Maintaining the collocation point position 
decreases the discretisation accuracy, as their placement is 
optimal for the given task. It is thus necessary to calculate 
the polynomial describing the temperature along the length 
coordinate and include it into the measurement function.

6.3. Separation of the jacket into PFR and CSTR

Not all jackets of jacketed tank reactors behave like either 
ideal CSTRs or PFRs. Consider a jacket which does follow 
the walls of the tank but not the Klöpperform\(^1\) base of the 
tank. For the Klöpperform base, the jacket will behave like 
a CSTR, for the rest like a PFR. When the above models 
are considered, it is possible to combine them to suit this 
system or any other.

For the above example, the jacket input temperature is 
the input to a CSTR of the volume around the Klöpperform 
base. The exit temperature is the inlet temperature to the 
PFR-model of the jacket. The outlet of that part is the inlet to 
the PFR-part for which there is no conductive heat transfer. 
The outlet of that part is the jacket outlet temperature.

Obviously, to fit the model to such a system, temperature 
sensors in the jacket would be very helpful.

7. Simulation study III

Using the above described extension to the measurement 
function, an estimation of $k$ and $Q_R$ is performed using 
an extra temperature sensor. Considered is a batch reaction 
where the extra temperature sensor is placed at half the

\(^1\) Klöpperform is a generally agreed technical term for the specifically 
    ellipsoid base of tank reactors.
length of the considered jacket channel. The point coincides with a collocation point. The simulation was performed using five collocation points, the estimation uses three.

It can be seen that the estimation using the extra measurement compensates the initial condition error much faster and remains closer to the real value than the estimation using one measurement. The exact same weighting matrices were applied. It is thus possible to tune the filter with the extra measurement less aggressively and achieve a smoother estimate with either equivalent or better accuracy (Fig. 9).

8. Discussion and conclusions

We have demonstrated that the heat of reaction and the heat transfer coefficient for a batch, semi-batch or continuous stirred tank reactor can be estimated using an EKF. We have furthermore shown that the jacket geometry has a major impact on the estimation of the heat transfer coefficient.

Firstly, it can be seen that the EKF performs well for small reactor sizes, even though a plant model mismatch exists between the real plant, where the jacket behaves more like a plug-flow reactor, and the EKF model.

Nonetheless, careful tuning of the filter is paramount. The jacket flow rate has a strong influence on the quality of the observation. An adaptation of the tuning matrix $Q$ to compensate the jacket flow rate influence was shown. A trade-off between good observer performance and maximum heat removal has to be made, i.e., it might be sensible in the plant to reduce the jacket medium temperature, rather than increase the flow rate. The large amplification necessary also decreases the filtering effect of the EKF.

The model assumption of an ideally stirred jacket is reasonable for state estimation only if the reactor size is small. However, it becomes obvious for larger reactors that estimation quality decreases considerably with reactor size.

Secondly, we developed a model extension to include the case in which the reactor jacket behaves like a PFR. It is achieved by applying orthogonal collocation to the partial differential equation describing the jacket temperature. Even for a small number of collocation points, the results are very good.

Thirdly, a direct extension of the considered jacket behaviour onto adding measuring sensors to the system was performed. If the jacket behaves like a PFR, an additional measurement in the jacket improves the estimation quality and provides an inside into the real channel geometry. It can also be used well in calibration and model fitting.

Finally, as higher mass flow rates in the jacket result in a degradation of estimation quality, a practical approach to calculate the lowest sensible jacket flow rate has been presented, which does, however, require an initial estimate of $k$.

These points show that good model fitting and good estimation will be an iterative process which can be improved with every reaction.

In the practical case, the reactor geometry should be analyzed carefully. The model should then be fitted off line to those conditions. After that, a simple calibration experiment should be run and model fitting needs to be performed. From typical reaction data, model fitting can be enhanced and a first guess of $k$ can be obtained. The minimum sensible mass flow rate needs to be calculated and with typical reaction data the EKF needs to be tuned. These steps should be performed for a few historical batch runs preferably out of a large range of different processes to allow for continuous model fitting and filter tuning improvement.

9. Future work

As indicated in the title, this work considers the theoretical side of the estimation of $\dot{Q}_R$ and $k$. Following in a future paper, we will describe applications of the state estimation scheme to different reactors of different sizes and geometries.

The future work will therefore cover the following points:

- Efficient calibration: An efficient calibration scheme is absolutely necessary to be able to apply the scheme to
different reactors. This will have follow the steps outlined above.

- **Controlled application**: The calibration and state estimation scheme will be applied to well known and studied laboratory and pilot scaled reactors using a defined heat source to test it in real processes.
- **Real life application**: The presented methods will be applied to laboratory and pilot scale reactors running exothermic reactions and subsequently to industrial scale reactors to show the usefulness of the method.

---

**Notation**

- $A$ : heat transfer area, $0.2 \text{ m}^2$
- $A_R$ : base area of the reactor, $\text{m}^2$
- $A_{\text{max}}$ : maximum heat transfer area, $0.2 \text{ m}^2$
- $A_X$ : cross sectional flow area, $hb \text{ m}^2$
- $b$ : channel width, $0.02 \text{ m}$
- $c_p$ : fluid heat capacity, $10 \text{ W/kK}$
- $c_{p,S}$ : heat capacity of the reactor wall material, $\text{J/kgK}$
- $C_R$ : total absolute heat capacity of the reactor, $\text{J/K}$
- $d_R$ : reactor diameter, $\text{m}$
- $h$ : channel height, $0.05 \text{ m}$
- $h_R$ : level of the reaction medium in the reactor, $\text{m}$
- $k$ : heat transfer coefficient, $10 \text{ W/Km}^2$
- $L$ : maximum length of the location coordinate, $\frac{A}{\pi} \text{ m}$
- $m$ : mass flow through the jacket, $0\text{ kg}$
- $m_f$ : mass in the jacket, $Abp \text{ kg}$
- $m_s$ : mass of the reactor wall, $\text{kg}$
- $\dot{q}_{\text{J, loss}}$ : number of collocation points, $\text{W}$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{J, in}}$ : heat loss from the jacket in one channel element, $W$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{J, out}}$ : heat in the jacket, $W$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{J, conv}}$ : heat flow out of the jacket, $W$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{J, loss}}$ : conductive heat flow through reactor wall, $\text{W}$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{R, in}}$ : heat loss from the jacket, $W$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{R, loss}}$ : heat flow of the feed, $W$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{R, out}}$ : heat of the reaction, $W$
- $T_{\text{J, in}}$ : heat transfer. The problem is modelled by looking at one channel element $x$ to $x + dx$ as shown below:
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{J, source}}$ : heat flow out of the reactor, $\text{W}$
- $T_{\text{J, U}}$ : jacket inlet temperature, $\text{K}$
- $T_{\text{J, L}}$ : temperature in the upper jacket part, $\text{K}$
- $T_{\text{J, out}}$ : temperature in the lower jacket part, $\text{K}$
- $T_{\text{J, z0}}$ : jacket outlet temperature, $\text{K}$
- $T_{\text{J, t0}}$ : initial temperature along the $z$ coordinate, $\text{K}$
- $T_{\text{R}}$ : initial temperature at $t = 0$, $\text{K}$
- $\dot{V}_{\text{R, in}}$ : fluid velocity, $\frac{\ddot{m}}{\rho h b} \text{ m/s}$
- $\dot{V}_{\text{R, out}}$ : inlet flow to the reactor, $m^3/s$
- $\dot{V}_{\text{R, out}}$ : outlet flow of the reactor, $m^3/s$
- $\hat{x}_{kj}$ : estimated state vector at time $t_k$ based on measurements up to time $t_j$
- $z$ : distribution coordinate, $\text{m}$
- $z_i$ : $i$th collocation point.

**Greek Letter**

- $\rho$ : fluid density, $1000 \text{ kg/m}^3$

---
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**Appendix A. Detailed development of the PFR jacket equations**

The jacket is unravelled and approximated by a rectangular flow channel, one side of which is used for convective heat transfer. The problem is modelled by looking at one channel element $x$ to $x + dx$ as shown below:

$$
\frac{d\dot{Q}}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{\text{conv, x}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{conv, x+dx}} + \dot{Q}_{J}
$$

with:

- $\dot{Q} = mc_p \frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial t}$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{conv, x}} = \dot{m}c_p T_{J}(t,x)$
- $\dot{Q}_{\text{conv, x+dx}} = \dot{m}c_p T_{J}(t,x) + \dot{m}c_p \frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial x} dx$.
- $\dot{Q}_{J} = kA(T_{R} - T_{J}(t,x))$,
- $mc_p \frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial t} = \dot{m}c_p T_{J}(t,x) - \dot{m}c_p T_{J}(t,x)$
- $\dot{m}c_p \frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial x} dx + kA(T_{R} - T_{J}(t,x))$.
- $hb\rho c_p dx \frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial t} = -vhb\rho c_p \frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial x} dx$
- $+ khdx(T_{R} - T_{J}(t,x))$.

$$
\frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial t} = -v \frac{\partial T_{J}(t,x)}{\partial x} + \frac{k}{bpc_p}(T_{R} - T_{J}(t,x)). \quad (A.1)
$$
Appendix B. Geometry factor

The models are extended by a geometry factor ($f_G$), whereby the ratio between the vessel radius and height is kept.

B.1. CSTR model

For the CSTR model presented in Eqs. (1)–(4) the geometry factor should increase the volume by the desired factor, i.e., $V = f_G V_S$. This leads to

$$r_R = \sqrt[3]{f_G} r_{R,S}, \quad (B.2)$$

$$b = \sqrt[3]{f_G} b_S, \quad (B.3)$$

$$\dot{Q}_{R,\text{source}} = \dot{q}_{R,\text{source}} h_R A_B, \quad (B.4)$$

$$\dot{Q}_{R,\text{loss}} = \dot{q}_{R,\text{loss}} A, \quad (B.5)$$

for the geometric sizes and to

$$h_{R,0} = \sqrt[3]{f_G} h_{R,0,S}, \quad (B.6)$$

$$\dot{m} = \sqrt[3]{f_G} f_{PFR} \dot{m}_S, \quad (B.7)$$

$$\dot{V}_{R,\text{in}} = f_G \dot{V}_{R,\text{in,S}}, \quad (B.8)$$

$$\dot{V}_{R,\text{out}} = f_G \dot{V}_{R,\text{out,S}}. \quad (B.9)$$

for initial conditions and manipulated variables, where $S$ denotes the standard value. For a CSTR, $f_{PFR}$ will be 1, for an explanation of this value, see below.

If Eqs. (B.2)–(B.9) are inserted into the CSTR equations, the following results:

$$\frac{\pi r_{R,S}^2}{\sqrt[3]{f_G}} \frac{d h_R}{dt} = f_G (\dot{V}_{R,\text{in,S}} - \dot{V}_{R,\text{out,S}}) \quad (B.10)$$

$$\frac{\pi r_{R,S}^2 h_R}{\sqrt[3]{f_G}} \frac{dT_R}{dt} = \frac{1}{\rho R c_p,R} (\rho R c_p,R f_G \dot{V}_{R,\text{in}}(T_{R,\text{in}} - T_R)$$

$$\quad + \dot{q}_{R,\text{source}} h_R \pi r_{R,S}^2 \frac{\sqrt[3]{f_G}}{f_G}$$

$$\quad - \dot{q}_{R,\text{loss}} (\pi r_{R,S}^2 \frac{\sqrt[3]{f_G}}{f_G} + 2 \pi r_{R,S} h_R \sqrt[3]{f_G})$$

$$\quad - k \left( \pi r_{R,S}^2 \frac{\sqrt[3]{f_G}}{f_G} + 2 \pi r_{R,S} h_R \sqrt[3]{f_G} \right) (T_R - T_J)), \quad (B.11)$$

$$\frac{dT_J}{dt} = \frac{1}{f_G m_S c_p} \left( \sqrt[3]{f_G} h_S c_p (T_{J,\text{in}} - T_J)$$

$$\quad + k \left( \pi r_{R,S}^2 \frac{\sqrt[3]{f_G}}{f_G} + 2 \pi r_{R,S} h_R \sqrt[3]{f_G} \right) (T_R - T_J) \right). \quad (B.11)$$

Divide Eqs. (B.10) and (B.11) by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$ and it becomes obvious, what the geometry factor influences:

$$\frac{dh_R}{dt} = \sqrt[3]{f_G} (\dot{V}_{R,\text{in,S}} - \dot{V}_{R,\text{out,S}}) \quad (B.12)$$

$$\frac{dT_R}{dt} = \sqrt[3]{f_G} (T_{R,\text{in}} - T_R)$$

$$\quad + \frac{1}{\rho R c_p,R} (\dot{q}_{R,\text{source}} - \left( \frac{1}{h_R} + \frac{2}{r_{R,S} \sqrt[3]{f_G}} \right) \dot{q}_{R,\text{loss}}$$

$$\quad - k \left( \frac{1}{h_R} + \frac{2}{r_{R,S} \sqrt[3]{f_G}} \right) (T_R - T_J) \right), \quad (B.13)$$

The initial condition for $h_R$ is also multiplied by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$.

B.2. PFR model

For the PFR model the influences are the same.

However, it is questionable if the channel height in a real reactor would remain the same or is adjusted accordingly. The factor to keep it at the same level here, would be the velocity $v$. Therefore, a second design factor or relating constant is included to relate the mass flow and the channel height, $f_{PFR}$.

If the channel height is increased by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$, it means the ratio of vessel height to channel height remains the same, i.e., the length $L$, one plug has to travel is increased by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$. As such, the mass flow would have to be decreased by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$ to maintain velocity. Therefore the following relations is added:

$$h = \sqrt[3]{f_G} f_{PFR} h_S. \quad (B.15)$$

A sensible value is 1 as the velocity remains the same. Therefore, a second design factor or relating constant is included to relate the mass flow and the channel height, $f_{PFR}$.

Divide Eqs. (B.10) and (B.11) by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$ and it becomes obvious, what the geometry factor influences:

$$\frac{dh_R}{dt} = \sqrt[3]{f_G} (\dot{V}_{R,\text{in,S}} - \dot{V}_{R,\text{out,S}}) \quad (B.12)$$

$$\frac{dT_R}{dt} = \sqrt[3]{f_G} (T_{R,\text{in}} - T_R)$$

$$\quad + \frac{1}{\rho R c_p,R} (\dot{q}_{R,\text{source}} - \left( \frac{1}{h_R} + \frac{2}{r_{R,S} \sqrt[3]{f_G}} \right) \dot{q}_{R,\text{loss}}$$

$$\quad - k \left( \frac{1}{h_R} + \frac{2}{r_{R,S} \sqrt[3]{f_G}} \right) (T_R - T_J) \right), \quad (B.13)$$

The initial condition for $h_R$ is also multiplied by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$.

B.2. PFR model

For the PFR model the influences are the same.

However, it is questionable if the channel height in a real reactor would remain the same or is adjusted accordingly. The factor to keep it at the same level here, would be the velocity $v$. Therefore, a second design factor or relating constant is included to relate the mass flow and the channel height, $f_{PFR}$.

If the channel height is increased by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$, it means the ratio of vessel height to channel height remains the same, i.e., the length $L$, one plug has to travel is increased by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$. As such, the mass flow would have to be decreased by $\sqrt[3]{f_G}$ to maintain velocity. Therefore the following relations is added:

$$h = \sqrt[3]{f_G} f_{PFR} h_S. \quad (B.15)$$

A sensible value is 1 as the velocity remains the same. Therefore, a second design factor or relating constant is included to relate the mass flow and the channel height, $f_{PFR}$.